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Abstract

We present a neural Sanskrit Natural Language
Processing (NLP) toolkit named SanskritShala1

to facilitate computational linguistic analyses
for several tasks such as word segmentation,
morphological tagging, dependency parsing,
and compound type identification. Our systems
currently report state-of-the-art performance on
available benchmark datasets for all tasks. San-
skritShala is deployed as a web-based applica-
tion, which allows a user to get real-time analy-
sis for the given input. It is built with easy-to-
use interactive data annotation features that al-
low annotators to correct the system predictions
when it makes mistakes. We publicly release
the source codes of the 4 modules included
in the toolkit, 7 word embedding models that
have been trained on publicly available Sanskrit
corpora and multiple annotated datasets such
as word similarity, relatedness, categorization,
analogy prediction to assess intrinsic properties
of word embeddings. So far as we know, this
is the first neural-based Sanskrit NLP toolkit
that has a web-based interface and a number
of NLP modules. We are sure that the people
who are willing to work with Sanskrit will find
it useful for pedagogical and annotative pur-
poses. SanskritShala is available at: https://
cnerg.iitkgp.ac.in/sanskritshala. The
demo video of our platform can be accessed at:
https://youtu.be/x0X31Y9k0mw4.

1 Introduction

Sanskrit is a culture-bearing and knowledge-
preserving language of ancient India. Digitization
has come a long way, making it easy for people to
access ancient Sanskrit manuscripts (Goyal et al.,
2012; Adiga et al., 2021). However, we find that
the utility of these digitized manuscripts is limited
due to the user’s lack of language expertise and
various linguistic phenomena exhibited by the lan-
guage. This motivates us to investigate how we

1It means ‘a school of Sanskrit’.

can utilize natural language technologies to make
Sanskrit texts more accessible.

The aim of this research is to create neural-based
Sanskrit NLP systems that are accessible through a
user-friendly web interface. The Sanskrit language
presents a range of challenges for building deep
learning solutions, such as the sandhi phenomenon,
a rich morphology, frequent compounding, flexible
word order, and limited resources (Sandhan et al.,
2022d; Krishna et al., 2021; Sandhan et al., 2021,
2019). To overcome these challenges, 4 prelimi-
nary tasks were identified as essential for process-
ing Sanskrit texts: word segmentation, morpholog-
ical tagging, dependency parsing, and compound
type identification. The word segmentation task
is complicated by the sandhi phenomenon, which
transforms the word boundaries (Sandhan et al.,
2022d). The lack of robust morphological analyz-
ers makes it challenging to extract morphological
information, which is crucial for dependency pars-
ing. Similarly, dependency information is essential
for several downstream tasks such as word order
linearisation (Krishna et al., 2019) which helps to
decode possible interpretation of the poetic compo-
sition. Additionally, the ubiquitous nature of com-
pounding in Sanskrit is difficult due to the implic-
itly encoded semantic relationship between its con-
stituents (Sandhan et al., 2022c). These 4 tasks can
be viewed as a preliminary requirement for develop-
ing robust NLP technology for Sanskrit. Thus, we
develop novel neural-based linguistically informed
architectures for all 4 tasks, reporting state-of-the-
art performance on Sanskrit benchmark datasets
(Sandhan et al., 2022c,d,a).

In this work, we introduce a neural Sanskrit NLP
toolkit named SanskritShala2 to assist computa-
tional linguistic analyses involving multiple tasks
such as word segmentation, morphological tagging,
dependency parsing, and compound type identifi-
cation. SanskritShala is also deployed as a web

2Roughly, it can be translated as ‘a school of Sanskrit’.
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application that enables users to input text and gain
real-time linguistic analysis from our pretrained
systems. It is also equipped with user-friendly in-
teractive data annotation capabilities that allow an-
notators to rectify the system when it makes errors.
It provides the following benefits: (1) A user with
no prior experience with deep learning can utilise
it for educational purposes. (2) It can function
as a semi-supervised annotation tool that requires
human oversight for erroneous corrections. We
publicly release the source code of the 4 modules
included in the toolkit, 7 word embedding models
that have been trained on publicly available San-
skrit corpora and multiple annotated datasets such
as word similarity, relatedness, categorization, anal-
ogy prediction to measure the word embeddings’
quality. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first neural-based Sanskrit NLP toolkit that con-
tains a variety of NLP modules integrated with a
web-based interface.

Summarily, our key contributions are as follows:

• We introduce the first neural Sanskrit NLP
toolkit to facilitate automatic linguistic analy-
ses for 4 downstream tasks (§4).

• We release 7 pretrained Sanskrit embeddings
and suit of 4 intrinsic evaluation datasets to
measure the word embeddings’ quality (§5).

• We integrate SanskritShala with a user-
friendly web-based interface which is helpful
for pedagogical purposes and in developing
annotated datasets (§5).

• We publicly release codebase and datasets of
all the modules of SanskritShala which cur-
rently mark the state-of-the-art results.3

2 Related Work on Sanskrit NLP Tools

Recently, the Sanskrit Computational Linguistics
(SCL) field has seen significant growth in building
web-based tools to help understand Sanskrit texts.
Goyal and Huet (2016a) introduced the Sanskrit
Heritage Reader (SHR), a lexicon-driven shallow
parser that aids in the selection of segmentation
solutions. Samsādhanı̄ is another web-based tool
consisting of various rule-based modules (Kulkarni
and Sharma, 2019; Kulkarni et al., 2020; Sriram
et al., 2023). Recently, Terdalkar and Bhattacharya
(2021, 2022) introduced a web-based annotation

3https://github.com/Jivnesh/SanskritShala

tool for knowledge-graph construction and a metri-
cal analysis.

In short, tools for NLP can be divided into two
groups: rule-based and annotation tools. Rule-
based tools have limitations such as not providing
a final solution, limited vocabulary coverage, and
lacking user-friendly annotation features. Anno-
tation tools, on the other hand, do not have the
recommendations of rule-based systems, relying
solely on annotators. To address these limitations,
a web-based annotation framework called SHR++
(Krishna et al., 2020c) was proposed. It combines
the strengths of both types of tools by offering all
possible solutions from rule-based system SHR for
tasks like word segmentation and morphological
tagging, allowing annotators to choose the best so-
lution rather than starting from scratch.

Our proposal, SanskritShala, goes a step fur-
ther by integrating a neural-based NLP toolkit that
combines state-of-the-art neural-based pre-trained
models with rule-based suggestions through a web-
based interface. Each module of SanskritShala is
trained to predict the solutions from the exhaustive
candidate solution space generated by rule-based
systems. Hence, it makes predictions in real time
using neural-based models that have already been
trained. Thus, a complete solution is shown to the
users / annotators, which was not possible in any
of the previous attempts.

Further, annotators can easily correct the mispre-
dictions of the system with the help of user-friendly
web-based interface. This would significantly re-
duce the overall cognitive load of the annotators.
To the best of our knowledge, SanskritShala is the
first NLP toolkit available for a range of tasks with
a user friendly annotation interface integrated with
the neural-based modules.

3 About Sanskrit

Sanskrit is an ancient language known for its
cultural significance and knowledge preservation.
However, it presents challenges for deep learning
due to its morphological complexity, compound-
ing, free word order, and lack of resources. San-
skrit’s intricate grammar, with its combination of
roots, prefixes, and suffixes, requires advanced al-
gorithms to analyze and understand. Compounding
adds another layer of complexity as multiple words
combine to form new words with unique mean-
ings (Krishna et al., 2016; Sandhan et al., 2022c).
The free word order in Sanskrit complicates tasks
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Figure 1: (a) Toy illustration of the TransLIST system.“dāsobhava”. Translation: “Become a servant.” (b)
LemmaTag architecture in which multi-task learning formulation is leveraged to predict morphological tags and
lemmas by employing bidirectional RNNs with character-level and word-level representations. (c) Proposed
ensembled architecture for dependency parsing integrated with the LCM pretraining. LCM is acronym for three
auxiliary tasks: Lemma prediction, Case prediction and Morphological tag prediction. (d) Toy example illustrating
the context-sensitive multi-task learning system: “aham pı̄ta-ambaram dharāmi” (Translation: “I wear a yellow
cloth”) where ‘pı̄ta-ambaram’ is a compound having Tatpurus. a semantic class according to the context presented.

like parsing and understanding, requiring models to
comprehend meaning regardless of word placement
(Krishna et al., 2023, 2019). Moreover, Sanskrit
is considered a low-resource language, lacking ex-
tensive datasets and pre-trained models (Sandhan
et al., 2021). Overcoming these challenges necessi-
tates linguistic expertise, computational techniques,
and sufficient language resources. Developing spe-
cialized models to handle Sanskrit’s morphology,
compounding, and word order is essential. Creat-
ing annotated datasets, lexicons, and corpora will
also contribute to advancing research and appli-
cations in Sanskrit (Sandhan et al., 2022b, 2023).
Despite the obstacles, utilizing deep learning to ex-
plore Sanskrit benefits the preservation of cultural
heritage and facilitates a deeper understanding of
India’s literature and philosophy, while also push-

ing the boundaries of natural language processing.

4 A Neural NLP Sanskrit Toolkit

In this section, we describe SanskritShala, which
is a neural Sanskrit NLP toolkit designed to aid
computational linguistic analysis including various
tasks, such as word segmentation, morphological
tagging, dependency parsing, and compound type
identification. It is also available as a web appli-
cation that allows users to input text and obtain
real-time linguistic analysis from our pretrained
algorithms. We elucidate SanskritShala by first
elaborating on its key modules.

Word Tokenizer: Earlier lexicon-driven systems
for Sanskrit word segmentation (SWS) rely on
Sanskrit Heritage Reader (Goyal and Huet, 2016b,
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SHR), a rule-based system, to obtain the exhaus-
tive solution space for segmentation, followed
by diverse approaches to find the most valid so-
lution. However, these systems are rendered
moot while stumbling out-of-vocabulary words.
Later, data-driven systems for SWS are built us-
ing the most recent techniques in deep learn-
ing, but can not utilize the available candidate
solution space. To overcome the drawbacks of
both lines of modelling, we build a Transformer-
based Linguistically-Informed Sanskrit Tokenizer
(TransLIST) (Sandhan et al., 2022d) containing
(1) a component that encodes the character-level
and word-level potential candidate solutions, which
tackles sandhi scenario typical to SWS and is com-
patible with partially available candidate solution
space, (2) a novel soft-masked attention for prior-
itizing selected set of candidates and (3) a novel
path ranking module to correct the mispredictions.
Figure 1(a) illustrates the TransLIST architecture,
where the candidate solutions obtained from SHR
are used as auxiliary information. In terms of the
perfect match (PM) metric, TransLIST outperforms
with 93.97 PM compared to the state-of-the-art
(Hellwig and Nehrdich, 2018) with 87.08 PM.

Morphological Tagger: Sanskrit is a
morphologically-rich fusional Indian language
with 40,000 possible labels for inflectional mor-
phology (Krishna et al., 2020b; Gupta et al., 2020),
where homonymy and syncretism are predominant
(Krishna et al., 2018). We train a neural-based
architecture (Kondratyuk et al., 2018, LemmaTag)
on Sanskrit dataset (Krishnan et al., 2020). Figure
1(b) illustrates the system architecture in which
multi-task learning formulation is leveraged
to predict morphological tags and lemmas by
employing bidirectional RNNs with character-level
and word-level representations. Our system trained
on the Sanskrit dataset stands first with 69.3
F1-score compared to the second position with
69.1 F1-score on the Hackathon dataset (Krishnan
et al., 2020) leaderboard.4

Dependency Parser: Due to labelled data bot-
tleneck, we focus on low-resource techniques for
Sanskrit dependency parsing. Numerous strategies
are tailored to improve task-specific performance
in low-resource scenarios. Although these strate-
gies are well-known to the NLP community, it is

4Hackathon leaderboard: https://competitions.
codalab.org/competitions/35744#results

not obvious to choose the best-performing ensem-
ble of these methods for a low-resource language
of interest, and not much effort has been given to
gauging the usefulness of these methods. We inves-
tigate 5 low-resource strategies in our ensembled
Sanskrit parser (Sandhan et al., 2022a): data aug-
mentation, multi-task learning, sequential transfer
learning, pretraining, cross/mono-lingual and self-
training. Figure 1(c) shows our ensembled system,
which supersedes with 88.67 Unlabelled Attached
Score (UAS) compared to the state-of-the-art (Kr-
ishna et al., 2020a) with 87.46 UAS for Sanskrit
and shows on par performance in terms of Labelled
Attached Score.

Sanskrit Compound Type Identifier (SaCTI)
is a multi-class classification task that identifies
semantic relationships between the components of
a compound. Prior methods only used the lexi-
cal information from the constituents and did not
take into account the most crucial syntactic and
contextual information for SaCTI. However, the
SaCTI task is difficult mainly due to the implic-
itly encrypted context-dependent semantic relation-
ship between the compound’s constituents. Thus,
we introduce a novel multi-task learning approach
(Sandhan et al., 2022c) (Figure 1(d)) which in-
cludes contextual information and enhances the
complementary syntactic information employing
morphological parsing and dependency parsing as
two auxiliary tasks. SaCTI outperforms with 81.7
F1-score compared to the state-of-the-art by Kr-
ishna et al. (2016) with 74.0 F1-score.

5 Sanskrit Resources in SanskritShala

In this section, we describe 7 word embeddings pre-
trained on Sanskrit corpora and suit of 4 intrinsic
tasks datasets to assess the quality of word embed-
dings, followed by the description of web interface.

Pretrained word embeddings for Sanskrit:
There are two types of embedding methods: static
and contextualized. Table 1 shows how they are cat-
egorized based on the smallest unit of input to the
embedding model, such as character, subword, or
token level. The paper focuses on two token-level
word embeddings: Mikolov et al. (2013, word2vec)
and Pennington et al. (2014, GloVe). Word2vec is
the foundation for all subsequent embeddings and
works on the local context window, while GloVe
considers the global context. To address the OOV
issue, subword (Wieting et al., 2016; Bojanowski
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Figure 2: The web interface of the SanskritShala. At the bottom right, a rule-based chatbot is added to navigate
users on the platform to give users a user-friendly experience.

(a) (b)

Figure 3: (a) The candidate solution space generated by SHR for the word segmentation task and the predicted
solution by our pretrained model is recommended for the sequence ‘prabhūtanaranāgena balenopaviveśa ha’ using
a yellow highlight. (b) Morphological Tagger: For each word, we show possible morphological analyses suggested
by SHR as well as our system prediction in green if it falls in SHR’s candidate space, otherwise in orange.

(a) (b)

Figure 4: (a) Dependency parser: Interactive module for the dependency parsing task which directly loads predicted
dependency trees from our pretrain model and allows user to correct mispredictions using our interactive interface.
(b) Illustration of compound identifier
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Class Input type Systems
Static character charLM

subword fastText
token word2vec, gloVe, LCM

Contextualized character ELMo
subword ALBERT

Table 1: Overview of Sanskrit pretrained embeddings.

et al., 2017; Heinzerling and Strube, 2018) and
character-level (Kim et al., 2016; Jozefowicz et al.,
2016) modeling have been proposed. We also ex-
plore two contextualized embeddings: ELMo (Pe-
ters et al., 2018) and ALBERT (Lan et al., 2020),
a lighter version of BERT. We trained these 6 em-
bedding methods on Sanskrit corpora and made
the pretrained models publicly available (Sandhan
et al., 2023).5 The following section describes our
proposed pretraining for low-resource settings.

LCM Pretraining: We propose a supervised pre-
training, which automatically leverages morpho-
logical information using the pretrained encoders.
In a nutshell, LCM integrates word representations
from multiple encoders trained on three indepen-
dent auxiliary tasks into the encoder of the neural
dependency parser. LCM is acronym for three aux-
iliary tasks: Lemma prediction, Case prediction
and Morphological tag prediction. LCM follows
a pipeline-based approach consisting of two steps:
pretraining and integration. Pretraining uses a se-
quence labelling paradigm and trains encoders for
three independent auxiliary tasks. Later, these pre-
trained encoders are combined with the encoder of
the neural parser via a gating mechanism similar to
Sato et al. (2017). The LCM consists of three se-
quence labelling-based auxiliary tasks, namely, pre-
dicting the dependency label between a modifier-
modified pair (LT), the monolithic morphological
label (MT), and the case attribute of each nominal
(CT). We encourage readers to refer Sandhan et al.
(2021, LCM) for more details.

Datasets: The quality of word embedding spaces
is evaluated through intrinsic and extrinsic methods.
This study focuses on intrinsic evaluation, which
involves assessing semantic and syntactic informa-
tion in the words without testing on NLP applica-
tions. It is based on works such as Mikolov et al.
(2013) and Baroni et al. (2014). These evaluations
require a query inventory containing a query word

5https://github.com/Jivnesh/SanskritShala/
tree/master/EvalSan

and a related target word. However, such query in-
ventories are not readily available for Sanskrit. To
address this, we annotated query inventories for 4
intrinsic tasks: analogy prediction, synonym detec-
tion, relatedness, and concept categorization. The
inventories were constructed using resources such
as Sanskrit WordNet (Kulkarni, 2017), Amarakos.a
(Nair and Kulkarni, 2010), and Sanskrit Heritage
Reader (Goyal and Huet, 2016b; Huet and Goyal,
2013).

Web Interface: Figure 2 shows our Sanskrit-
Shala toolkit that offers interactive web-based pre-
dictions for various NLP tasks. The toolkit is
built using React framework, which makes it user-
friendly and easy to use. One of the tasks it handles
is the word segmentation task, which is built on
top of the web-based application called SHR++.
The SHR++ demonstration is depicted in Figure
3(a). The user inputs a Sanskrit string, which is
then sent in real-time to SHR for potential word
splits. The system prediction is then obtained from
the pretrained word tokenizer. The human annota-
tor is presented with the candidate solution space,
with the system prediction highlighted in yellow.
The toolkit also features a flask-based application
for morphological tagging, which takes user input
and scrapes possible morphological tags for each
word using SHR. As shown in Figure 3(b), the pre-
dictions of the pretrained morphological tagger are
displayed in green or orange, depending on whether
they are present in the candidate solution of SHR
or not. The user can also add a new tag if the ac-
tual tag is missing in the SHR solution space or
the system’s prediction. For the dependency pars-
ing module, we have built a react-based front-end.
The user input is passed to the pretrained model to
generate a dependency structure. As illustrated in
Figure 4(a), the front-end automatically loads the
predicted dependency tree and allows the user to
make corrections if there are any mispredictions.
Additionally, Figure 4(b) shows a flask-based ap-
plication for the compound type identifier, where
users can give input to the system through its web
interface. The final annotations can be downloaded
after each individual module. We plan to maintain
the progress of Sanskrit NLP and offer an overview
of available datasets and existing state-of-the-art
via the leaderboard for various tasks.

Interactive Chatbot: SanskritShala-bot is a rule-
based chatbot that makes it easy to automate simple
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and repetitive user requests, like answering fre-
quently asked questions and directing users to rele-
vant resources. It is also easier to set up and main-
tain than AI-powered chatbots, which are more
complicated. SanskritShala-bot is useful for ad-
dressing frequently asked standard queries. It helps
familiarize users with the platform by providing
them with information and guidance on how to use
it. It can answer questions about the platform’s
features, help users find their way around it, and ex-
plain step-by-step how to do certain tasks. This can
make it easier for users to get started and leading
to a better user experience.

6 Conclusion

We present the first neural-based Sanskrit NLP
toolkit, SanskritShala which facilitates diverse lin-
guistic analysis for tasks such as word segmenta-
tion, morphological tagging, dependency parsing
and compound type identification. It is set up as a
web-based application to make the toolkit easier to
use for teaching and annotating. All the codebase,
datasets and web-based applications are publicly
available. We also release word embedding models
trained on publicly available Sanskrit corpora and
various annotated datasets for 4 intrinsic evalua-
tion tasks to assess the intrinsic properties of word
embeddings. We strongly believe that our toolkit
will benefit people who are willing to work with
Sanskrit and will eventually accelerate the Sanskrit
NLP research.

Limitations

We plan to extend SanskritShala by integrating
more downstream tasks such as Post-OCR correc-
tion, named entity recognition, verse recommenda-
tion, word order linearisation, and machine transla-
tion. Improving the performance of existing tasks
would be important. For example, the current de-
pendency parser is very fragile (performance drops
by 50%) in the poetry domain.

Ethics Statement

Our work involves the development of a platform
for annotating Sanskrit text. We believe that this
platform will be useful for people who are willing
to work with Sanskrit for research and educational
purposes. We have ensured that our platform is de-
signed ethically and responsibly. We do not foresee
any harmful effects of our platform on any com-
munity. However, we caution users to use the plat-

form carefully as our pretrained models are not per-
fect, and errors can occur in the annotation process.
All our systems are built using publicly available
benchmark datasets, and we have released all our
pretrained models and source codes publicly for
future research. We are committed to transparency
and open access in our work, and we believe that
sharing our resources will benefit the wider NLP
community. We also acknowledge that NLP re-
search can have potential ethical implications, par-
ticularly in areas such as data privacy, bias and
discrimination. We are committed to continuing to
consider these ethical implications as we develop
our platform, and we welcome feedback from the
community on how we can improve our ethical
practices.
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